The past decade has brought an enormous increase in our knowledge about the etiology and pathogenesis of many human diseases. Why aren’t we realizing more substantial clinical benefits from this explosion of discovery? When will we see sustained and tangible improvements in human health? Numerous roadblocks have been identified that impede bench-to-bedside translation, ranging from a lack of critical research and clinical infrastructure to a need for more directed education for the translational research workforce. We are so far from consensus about how to move forward that we haven’t even settled on a uniform definition of translational research. Initially, use of the term was limited to basic discoveries that were translated to the clinic; now it has evolved to include the full spectrum of health care innovation, ending in economic effects and policy changes caused by established interventions. If the public is most interested in seeing science improve health at an affordable cost (and we will take that in place of a definition of translational research), the gamut of disciplines, specialties, experts, and educators that must closely coordinate and intimately engage to achieve the goal imposes the most important barrier to successful translational research: the inability to create and sustain dynamic and innovative multidisciplinary research teams.

INTRODUCTION
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Translational research is acknowledged to be complex and to require a diverse skill set. Many organizations, particularly academic institutions, have invested in educational programs, facilities, and enhanced resources to encourage translational research. Critically needed, however, is an emphasis on creating and sustaining multidisciplinary research teams. It is through the power of many and a diverse approach to our health care problems that we will realize lasting solutions.

THE VALUE OF A DIVERSE TEAM

Teams are effective innovators and are the most effective mechanism to translate discoveries made at the molecular level into measurable improvements in human health. It has been postulated that diverse teams—those that are multidisciplinary—are the most successful in accelerating innovation. This hypothesis is related to how creative ideas are developed. The evolutionary theory of creativity proposed by David Campbell over four decades ago defines three key phases of innovation (Fig. 1). The first phase, variation, entails creating new insight by combining existing knowledge in an innovative way. A variety of paths by which a goal might be attained emerge. The second phase, selection, prioritizes the possible paths for action by their probability of success. The final phase is retention. Retention defines successful innovation: New replaces old and societal practices are changed.

Diverse research teams enhance and accelerate the success of innovation and discovery in several ways (Fig. 1). If innovation begins with new combinations of existing knowledge, intellectually diverse teams not dominated by a single view will be more successful than an individual is ever likely to be. Furthermore, a diverse team knowledge base is potentially more robust than that of a single innovator. During the selection phase of innovation, a diverse team...
will filter poor ideas more efficiently, resulting in fewer failures (4). Finally, a diverse team includes extended networks, associated with each member, facilitating retention of the discovery (Fig. 2).

The diversity of the team is also critical for sustaining innovation. Teams composed of individuals with similar backgrounds and education are more likely to develop a shared mind-set that results in sequential thinking (Fig. 2) (5). Sequential thinking leads to an unimaginative plodding method of problem-solving, using techniques common to a single discipline or field. Teams with shared mind-sets are more likely to come up with innovations that are of incremental benefit (5). Diverse teams are associated with a higher likelihood of connective thinking, during which members dynamically make connections between very different ideas. In this type of team, one member may have an innovative idea, and by the time it is fully evaluated by all members, that idea has become a sum of all their input and is likely to be substantially enhanced. Diverse teams that operate using connective thinking are more likely to develop radical innovations (5).

How do we create, and more importantly sustain, research teams of diverse individuals from multiple disciplines? Putting people in a room and giving them money to solve a problem is not the answer. Successful multidisciplinary research teams require transformational leadership that is capable of developing a shared vision within the team and sustaining the team over time; infrastructure that is of value to all team members; facile communication based on collaborative education and respect that allows constructive disagreement; and finally, the recognition that the dynamic structure of a team, in and of itself, requires work to maintain.

TEAM LEADERSHIP
Transformational leadership describes leaders who are motivators, moderators, and mentors and who have the ability to connect disparate groups. Studies have shown that transformational leadership is required for the successful performance of teams made up of diverse members (7). This leadership style will hold the group together during its formation, when members don’t yet have the trust and interdependence required to self-sustain. A transformational leader has the ability to sacrifice self-interests, control dominant individuals, ensure that all members are playing a supportive role while learning the key concepts of the team’s research. The expectation would be, however, that within a period of time, that clinical scientist would be driving group projects tackling the disease-associated problems from his or her unique perspective using the full resources of the team. Leadership dedicated to mentoring would facilitate this progression (9). Although the individual would be new to the scientific process, the connective thinking of the diverse team would not only optimize his or her chances of experimental success, but would also allow the individual to have many choices to modify the research concept to suit his or her strengths (10). To influence the development of cross-disciplinary resources, this type of transformational leadership must be present at the highest levels of the organization. Transitioning to team science is a culture change that requires intensive commitment. Organizations need to identify their transformational leaders and foster multidisciplinary team development with their help.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Infrastructure must support the team (11). Resources are commonly allocated to the
Fig. 2. Differences in creative thinking between homogenous and diverse teams. (A) Teams with a shared mind-set think sequentially and approach problems with ideas (blue arrows) that result in standard solutions. (B) Diverse teams develop ideas (blue arrows) connectively, as members learn new material to communicate and new connections are made. Further, ideas are enriched by each member's own network.

The loudest and most powerful proponents of a particular want. This method runs a substantial risk of the organization spending valuable capital on a resource that serves only a fraction of individuals working on the problem that the resource was developed to support. For example, a group of investigators working on rare blood disorders might convince leaders at their institution that they need support for leukopheresis, a laboratory procedure that separates white blood cells from whole blood. In this example, the investigators wish to collect large numbers of blood cells from a few individual patients. The instrument, technical support, and space are secured at substantial cost. However, if leaders of that organization had looked beyond this group of investigators, they might have found additional groups studying similar disorders in other departments. Further queries might have demonstrated that a high-throughput collection system, allowing the acquisition of small samples from numerous patients rather than large samples from a few individuals, would have been the more useful resource. Furthermore, other leaders in various departments might have contributed to the development of such a resource, minimizing the costs for any single group. Duplication of resources would markedly decrease as well. Finally, the process would potentially identify the components of a multidisciplinary team.

This type of strategic infrastructure planning requires that organizational leaders begin to think of their membership as diverse teams focused on broad topics rather than individual investigators and small groups focused on their own specific niches within a broad topic. Moreover, if the culture is to be changed, organizational leaders must develop incentives for participation in team science. Common metrics should be developed to assess and reward participation in a team, as well as team performance. Shared space and institutional monies should be used to facilitate team development. Diverse multidisciplinary teams will not be sustained unless the message is clear from the top: This is where we are heading for the future.

TEAM LEARNING

The final element for successful multidisciplinary teams is team learning. Shared learning enhances team intimacy and trust (12). Education is the great common denominator that can bring diverse groups and individuals together, senior as well as junior members. Furthermore, members must learn to be part of a team (13). Once, during a frustrating multidisciplinary team meeting, when the group was trying to figure out why our interactions weren’t as efficient and productive as we had hoped, one of the members quipped, “You collaborate with the people you have lunch with” (14). This statement stopped people in mid-conversation as we realized that although we met regularly with each other, few of us had developed that intimate “lunch buddy” relationship that allows easy and trustful communication. We decided to learn more about each other and what we were doing as individuals. Each member of the team had to be willing to be both teacher and student. For some members, being a student required leaving their egos and expertise at the door. Taking on the teacher role enhanced the confidence and leadership skills of other members. Shared education facilitates connective thinking and innovation (Fig. 2). Most important, easy communication fosters authentic disagreement, which is the key component for optimizing breakthroughs and diminishing the chance of failure during the idea-selection process (5) (Fig. 1). If teams cannot critically evaluate their own innovations in a safe, shared, intellectual space, they are doomed.

CONCLUSION

There are many roadblocks to successful translational research (1). Reading the litany of problems expressed in a variety of opinion papers is reminiscent of the old tale of the blind men and the elephant, which describes how each man, touching a different part of an elephant, reaches a wildly different conclusion about the nature of the entire animal. Likewise, each proposed solution to the problems in translational research addresses one component of the whole. Until we begin the hard work of developing a vision of the entire animal, with a multidisciplinary viewpoint that encompasses the complete translational research spectrum, we will only discover bandages while futilely seeking cures. To achieve our goal of improving human health at low cost, multidisciplinary team science must progress from the rare chance success to a purposefully constructed common feature of
public and private research enterprises, with the full support and backing of institutional leadership and funding agencies. Adherence to current thinking and funding mechanisms will only perpetuate the dominant organizational characteristic of our academic health centers: 500 independent fiefdoms united by a common air conditioning system. We can be more than that.
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